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GENERATION  

S 1 

Learning Context : During his visit in Bondoukou, the Ambassador of USA in Cote d’Ivoire comes 

to a meeting of the English Club of Collège Moderne of Bondoukou. There, he gives the members booklets 

written in English talking about HIV / AIDS. He asks the students of 3ème 2 to read them in order to sensitize 

their mates. 

 

LESSON CONTENT 

Language function Structure / Grammar Vocabulary 

Using question tags 
to express opinion, 
possibility or 
probability. 

-HIV/AIDS is difficult to 
catch; isn’t it? Yes, it is 
- AIDS is not mortal at that 
time; is it? 
- No , it isn’t 
 

AIDS-HIV- to do blood test- 
sexual intercourse- to 
contract- blood transfusion 

 

 
 

A- Vocabulary 

AIDS: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome; it is a serious disease 

caused by a virus called HIV. 

Example: In the past, many people died from AIDS in the world. People 

catch AIDS through sexual contact. 

HIV: Human Immuno-deficiency Virus (the virus responsible for AIDS). 

Sexual intercourse: the fact of having sex 

Example: Having unprotected sexual intercourse can give you AIDS. 

Blood transfusion: a process in which blood that has been taken from one 

person is put into another person's body, especially after an accident or 

during an operation. 

Example: After they got an accident, the doctor recommended to do blood 

transfusion to the patients because they lost too much blood. 

To do blood test: a scientific examination of a person's blood. 

Example: To know if you are HIV positive or negative, you need to do your blood test. 

To contract: to catch or become ill with a 

disease Example: He contracted malaria 

while he was travelling. 
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B- Language function: Using question tags to express opinion, possibility or probability.  

To express opinion, possibility or probability in English, you can use question tags. 

Example: 1) A: HIV /AIDS is difficult to catch; isn’t it? 

B: Yes, it is 

  2) A: AIDS is not mortal;  

       is it? B: No, it isn’t 

 
PRACTICE ACTIVITIES 

Activity 1: Here is a passage about what people think of AIDS, read it and 

fill in the gaps with the appropriate words or phrases from the box. Write 

your answers like the example. Do it alone then compare with your partner. 

 

Example: 1- AIDS 

Some people say that (1)-………… is an invention to frighten people. But for 

doctors, when you (2)-………….and you are tested positive, it means that 

you (3) ............................................................................................................................ the 

virus. In most cases, this contamination is due to various causes. (4) ..................... for 

example is one of the principal causes. There is also unprotected (5) ................. which can 

cause the disease. Some patients need (6) .................... because they had an accident and 

lost too much blood. 

 
Activity 2: With your partner, answer the questions below. Number one is 

done for you. 

1. A-AIDS is difficult to catch; isn’t it? 

B- Yes, it is 

2. A- There is no cure for AIDS, is there? 

B-……………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
3. A- You can catch AIDS from blood transfusion; can’t you? 

B-………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. A-You can’t get AIDS from handshake, can you? 

B-………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
S 2 

Learning context: During his visit in Bondoukou, the Ambassador of USA in Cote 

d’Ivoire comes to a meeting of the English Club of Collège Moderne of Bondoukou. There, 

he gives the members booklets written in English talking about HIV / AIDS. He asks the 

students of 3ème 2 to read them in order to sensitize their mates. 

 
LESSON CONTENT 

Language function Structure / Grammar Vocabulary 

AIDS- contracted- sexual intercourse- blood transfusion- do blood test- HIV 



Giving advice with the 

imperative, must, 

mustn’t.  

-You must practice 

abstinence to avoid 

AIDS. 

-Practice abstinence to 

avoid AIDS 

-You mustn’t have sexual 

intercourse without 

condom. 

Abstinence- condom- shaver- 

pimples- lose weight- 

constant fever- fidelity 

 

 

A- Vocabulary 

Abstinence:  refrain from having sex before marriage 

Example: The best way to avoid AIDS is to practice 

abstinence.  

Fidelity: the fact of having no partner except yours. 

A condom: a thin rubber covering that we wear during sex to stop a woman        

becoming pregnant or to protect against infectious diseases. → 
 

 

 

 

 

A shaver: a razor → 

Example: using the same shaver with someone can give AIDS. 

Lose weight: become thinner. 

Example: Awa was sick for long time, she didn’t eat during that period so she lost weight. 



Constant fever: having fever all the time. 

Example: When you suffer from malaria and you don’t take any medicine, you have 

constant fever. 

B- Language function: Giving advice with the imperative, must, mustn’t. 

If you want to give advice in English, you can use the imperative or must, mustn’t.  

For example, if you want to tell someone to practice abstinence to avoid AIDS, you can 

say: 

- Practice abstinence to avoid AIDS or 

- You must practice abstinence to avoid AIDS. 

If you want to tell someone to avoid sexual intercourse without condom you can say: 

- You mustn’t have sexual intercourse without condom. 

 
             PRACTICE ACTIVITIES 

Activity 1: Here is a text about AIDS used to sensitize students. Use the words or phrases 

from the box below to complete it. Write your answers like the example. Do it alone then 

compare your answers with your partner’s. 

Example: 5-fidelity 

The virus which causes AIDS enters the cells and destroys them so that they can no longer 

defend the body. Once these defenses are destroyed, the body is opened to all infections. 

The person infected (1)-………………and becomes thinner and thinner. He feels tired 

and has (2)-……………………………. Sometimes, he loses his hair and suffers from 

violent headaches. If you want to avoid all this, never go to bed with your partner without 

protection. Use (3)-…………………during each sexual intercourse or if you have no 

partner, practice sexual (4) ........................ Some people who are married prefer practicing 

(5) to avoid AIDS. 

 
Activity 2: With your partner, study the different situations and give advice using 

must or mustn’t. Number 1 is an example 

Example: 1-You must practice abstinence or fidelity. 

1. Practice abstinence or fidelity. 

2. Use condoms during sexual intercourse. 

3. Share the same shaver with someone. 

4. Use infected needles. 

 
RESSOURCES 

Homework: Exercise 4 page 131-132 (English For All 3è)

Abstinence - constant fever - loses weight – fidelity - condoms 



Homework: Exercise 6 page 136 (English For All 3è) 
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              COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIY 

During his visit at Bondoukou, the Ambassador of USA in Côte d’Ivoire comes to a 

meeting of the English Club of Collège Moderne of Bondoukou. There, he gives the 

members booklets written in English talking about HIV / AIDS. As a member of this club, 

as you read the text below, do the tasks below. 

 

1. say what the text is about; 

2. complete the table with the right information from the text. 
 

How to catch AIDS Symptoms Preventive measures 

Example: sexual contact 

without condoms 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

Example: feels tired 

………………………… 

………………………… 

…………………………. 

Example: use condoms 

…………………………. 

…………………………. 

………………………….. 

TEXT 

Some people say that the disease AIDS is just an invention to frighten people. But for 

doctors, when you are tested positive to the HIV, it means that you contracted the virus. 

In most cases, this contamination is due to various causes. Sexual intercourse for example 

is one of the principal causes. In addition, we have girls’ abuse or rape and any other cases 

where patients need blood transfusion because they lack of blood. The infected person 

loses weight and gets thinner and thinner. He feels tired and sweats a lot. Sometimes he 

loses his hair and suffers from constant fever. Ugly pimples may appear on his skin. Never 

go to bed with your partner without protection. Use condoms and be faithful. Otherwise, 

if you catch AIDS, you will have long and painful death. You must be careful. 

 



 


